April 20th, 2020
Shotover Lodge Community

Good morning,
I hope this finds you all well and having managed to distinguish the weekend from the rest of
the week! We appreciate the conditions associated with Alert Level 4 are restrictive and limit
your ability to spend time as you would normally choose to do so. However, we are under
exceptional circumstances and the mandate to remain within our isolated bubbles is simply
part of being responsible citizen. For the most part QRC and Shotover Lodge management
are very happy with the way in which the QRC community has adopted these measures.
As we draw towards the end of the initial four week lock down period, it is highly likely that
any move to extract the population from Alert Level 4 will not greatly impact day to day
activity. This simply means we will need to normalise the actions taken to date for a longer
period of time. To effectively do this it is important to be mindful of the people with whom
you live in close contact.
Please remember that the rules and obligations of residing at Shotover Lodge are still relevant
during this time. This applies to noise, observing quiet hours and being mindful of the impact
your personal conduct has on others. Should the management be required to repetitively
request groups or individuals to refrain from certain actions they will be forced to issue fines
by way of managing anti-social behaviour. Our preference is of course that all residents are
conscious of the choices they make at this time and respectful of the lodge community.
If you have any queries or questions, please refer to the lodge handbook in the first instance
and then feel free to be in contact if you require further assistance.
Kind regards

Lynsey Bullock
Student Services Manager

7 Coronation Drive, PO Box 1566, Queenstown 9348, New Zealand
03 409 0500
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